**FUNCTION**

Camera has three working positions.

1. **Protection**
   The camera lens rotates into the sun shield when the monitor is turned off or switched to a channel other than CAM3.

2. **Reverse**
   The camera lens rotates to 45° downward angle when the reverse signal is triggered.

3. **Rear view**
   The camera lens rotates to the 90° rear view position when the monitor is switched to CAM3.

**ASSEMBLY**

**■ CAMERA**

1. Camera (undetachable) (housing, sunshield, and spacer included) X1
2. U-bracket for camera X1
3. Assembly parts for U-bracket
   - Washer M4*1 (nylon) X4
   - Washer M4*0.8 (stainless steel) X4
   - Hex head screw M4*12 (stainless steel) X4

**■ ACCESSORIES**

4. Operating instruction X1
5. Screw driver for hex head screw X1
(1) Find an appropriate location for installation (Illustration 1).

(2) Drill holes according to the size of U-bracket as illustration 3 and fix the U-bracket as illustration 2.

(3) Drill a Φ20mm next to the U-bracket (Illustration 2).

(4) Fix the camera to the U-bracket (Illustration 4).

(5) Connect the camera tail and the extension cable inside the car (Illustration 5).

(6) Loosen the screw between the camera and the fixed U-bracket and adjust the camera to a best viewing angle (Illustration 6).